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A grieving couple rents a desperate landlord’s house in an effort to 
recover lost intimacy. Twins are irrevocably separated by events both 
beyond and within their control. A nighttime prank and its gruesome 
aftermath forge human connections no one could have anticipated. 

The eight stories in Half as Happy reveal with startling clarity their 
characters’ secrets, losses, and desires. Each with the depth of a novel, 
these insightful portraits of the darkness and light within us reverberate 
long after they’ve ended, like beautiful and disturbing dreams. 
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“These sTories are boTh funny and sad, in The True 
and inescapable way of real life, full of elegiac beauTy. 

a masTerful collecTion.”
—brad waTson, auThor of Aliens in the Prime of their lives 

“gregory spaTz’s searching, complex sTories linger 
wiTh bell-like clariTy.”

—erin mcgraw, auThor of the seAmstress of 
hollywood BoulevArd

“These are beauTifully-wroughT, haunTing sTories. spaTz 
is a marvelous wriTer, wiTh a keen eye for The secreTs 

of The human hearT.”
—dan chaon, auThor of stAy AwAke

  “These sTories will mend readers’ hearTs even as They break Them, 
and  ThaT is whaT makes Them so wonderful and rare.” 
  —paul harding, puliTzer prize winning auThor of tinkers  



praise for Gregory Spatz
INUKSHUK

“Hauntingly honest and emotionally resonant.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

“Intimate and meditative…A thoughtful and sympathetic look at the sometimes troubled relationship 
between fathers and sons.” —Booklist

“Entertaining and much recommended.” —Midwest Book Review

“Never overreaches. The resulting mix of well-researched history and contemporary fiction makes for a fine, sad read.” 
—Kim Ode, Minneapolis Star-Tribune

“An elaborate tale of family and the paths people take to understanding.” —Seattle Times

“Fearless. Utterly unforgettable.” —Colleen Mondor, Bookslut

“Inukshuk better communicates darkness and distress than any S.O.S. signal…We can’t help but oscillate between feeling 
empathy and agony for this family as we are absorbed by Spatz’s cold, gripping tale.” —ZYZZYVA

“A mesmerizing story of a father and a son.” —Largehearted Boy

“This enthralling, tense book should lure not only fans of extreme weather novels but also those who admire a good, 
traditional structure and a satisfying and meaningful resolution.” —Olive Mullet, New Pages

FIDDLER’S DREAM

“When a gifted writer finds the language to combine a love of music and a knowledge of music, something just clicks.” 
—Alan Cheuse, NPR “All Things Considered” 

“Not just a coming-of-age story but a poetic insight into the world of the musician. Slow down and enjoy 
the music in every sentence.” —David Flood, Seattle Times

“An unrivaled look into a young music lover’s world and how the genre he loves slowly begins to define his life. Spatz’s 
vivid insight into the music and the players Jesse meets is the heartfelt core of the book. A satisfying novel, ringing with the 

dedicated truth of American roots music, and the honesty and complicated vision of a quietly remarkable young man.” 
— Mary Houlihan, Chicago Sun-Times

“If you’ve ever wondered about the connection between music and literature, you’ll find it in Fiddler’s Dream, a ‘high 
lonesome’ novel about a young man and his quest to become a bluegrass musician.” —Charles Ealy, Dallas Morning News 

WONDERFUL TRICKS

“Tender portraits of people caught in difficult, in-between moments ripe with choice, vignettes that can spark a recollection 
of the heartbreaking struggles of youth…Eloquent prose.” —The New York Times Book Review

“Spatz explores the complicated, often bewildering emotions behind various forms of love: between fathers and sons, 
between spouses, between lovers. The tales, suffused with a gentle melancholy, are driven not by external events, but by the 
characters’ memories of loss and their futile search for unfettered affection. Spatz can subtly and economically depict the 

erosion or betrayal of love, portraying his characters’ inner lives in expressive but unadorned prose. Quietly moving, resonant 
images of emotional push and pull.”—Publishers Weekly

“Filled with unexpected insight.”—Booklist

“Wonderful Tricks is a magical collection of ten stories that shines a light on the holographic nature of relationships and all 
their hard-edged fragments, giving the reader a pleasing whole that lingers long after the book is closed…
Right down to the sentence level, Spatz successfully magnifies the realities and illusions of relationships 

in carefully crafted prose that satisfies.”—Seattle Times 

“Romances that fizzle and fray, marriages gone bust, and teenagers trying to make sense of love-such are the [collection’s] 
all-too-human delights.”—Kirkus Reviews

“Not unlike the airy Marc Chagall figures on the book’s cover, the characters in Wonderful Tricks circle ineffectually around 
one another and are estranged by varying degrees of emotional gravity. In a sense these are love stories, inhabited by strong-
willed women and bewildered men, and by children who see more than they should, both literally and figuratively…[Spatz’s] 
characters long to memorize the exact sense of what it is to love and leave a place or person behind, or secretly to relinquish 

an adult’s vocabulary, articulation and knowledge in order to bump along like a small child again.”—The Inlander


